
Maths: Money  
These lessons are best followed in order.   

Teach Activities 

Lesson 1 Outcome: Draw and/or do a coin rubbing and write out names of coins.  

 

Discuss: Talk about the good old times when we were able to go to shops and buy 

things. What would/do we use to buy things? Money.  

What is our money called in this country? Pounds sterling.  

Can your child name any other currencies around the world? USA = dollars, EU = 

Euros etc etc.  

 

Talk about how we use £ and p to know how much something costs. Ask how 

many p’s in a £? 

Talk about how the UK currency uses coins and notes to pay for things. Can they 

name all the coins? Give this a try together at first, you could list them and 

then they can use that to help them with their task.  

 

Then get your child to have a go at the activity >>>>>>>>>>> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get your child to draw all the 

coins used in British currency. 

Do they get the correct size, 

colour? Another option or 

additional task is to do a coin 

rubbing if you have coins 

available.  

• If they are finding drawing 

tricky, it might be helpful to 

leave the list you created 

together with them AND/OR 

leave a selection of coins out 

(if you have them) OR use an 

image similar to <<<<<<<<< to aid. 

Get them to then write the 

coins names underneath. Have 

they managed the correct 

spelling?  

Challenge: If not already done; 

can they order the coins? Can be 



done verbally or by writing 1st 2nd 

3rd etc. under each image. 

Lesson 2 Outcome: Make the amount using coins  

 
Do we have a 4p coin?  Do we have a 23p coin? No, sometimes we have to add coins 

together to make an amount when we want to buy something. Have a quick recap of all 

the coins that exist in UK money? 

 

Ask your child to make 22p with coins that exist?  

Encourage to make the tens amount first (Twenty) and then the ones amount (Two).  

Challenge to then make it another way.  

 

Next ask your child to make £1. 34.  

Encourage to make the £1 first, then the tens (Thirty) then the ones (Four).  

Challenge to try and make it another way. Have they found the quickest way to make the 

amount? 

 

Have a go at the task >>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

3 levels of questions.  

Lime – Make the amount 

Medium – 2 ways to make 

amount 

Hot – 2 ways. Is one of them 

the quickest? 



Lesson 3 Outcome: Complete coin addition task   

 

Starter: Say these amounts to your child, can they write them down correctly? 5p, 23p, 

74p, £1.22. Pay special attention to pound sign. Remind after point is the pennies.  

 

 

 Today we are going to use our addition skills to figure out what amount of money we 

have each time. Use the same method as last week – drawing out tens and ones and 

counting up in tens and ones to get your answer. See below. Encourage your child to 

write the money signs in as they solve.  

 

 
Coins are either ones or tens, make sure drawing out and counting up correctly. 

 

 

 

 

As previous weeks, 3 levels of 

varying challenge (Lemon, Medium 

and Hot – Hot being the greatest 

challenge) 

 

Lemon and Medium – Adding up 

coins (under £1) and matching to 

amounts.  

 

Hot – Adding up coins (over £1) 

and matching to amounts.  

 

You can either print out the 

sheet (if able) OR get your child 

to copy out then solve.  

 

 

Challenge at the bottom of each 

sheet:  

Can your child use the correct sign 

to compare the amounts? <, = ,> 

‘Equal to’, ‘Greater than’ and ‘Less 

than’. You can remind them the 

hungry crocodile likes to eat the 

biggest amount if they can’t 

remember how to do this.  

 

 



Lesson 4 Outcome: Complete coin subtraction task 

 

Can your child tell you all the coins that exist?  

 

Talk about how when you go shopping sometimes you want to buy something but 

can’t make the amount exactly as you don’t have the correct coins. Sometimes 

we give the shopkeeper more and they take away the cost of the item and give 

us how much money is left as change. Ask your child what maths operation this is 

like? Is it adding, subtraction etc. etc.? It’s subtraction.  

 

Today we’re going to be practising our subtraction. This will help us when we 

spend money in a shop and need to know how much change we should have.  

 

Use same method as last week see below.  

 

 
 

3 levels of varying challenge 

(Lemon, Medium and Hot – Hot 

being the greatest challenge) 

 

 

 

 

Lemon and Lime + Medium – 

subtraction money calculations 

from slide 

 

Hot – Subtraction but start total 

represented by coins – as below.  

 

 

Lesson 5 Outcome: Create and price up items for own shop. Create money for customer to 

use. Play customer and shopkeeper! 

 

Talk about buying things in shops. Today your child will be the shopkeeper and you 

(or someone else in the house the customer) – you can also swap roles if you want.  

 

Play shop! 

 

Lime – keep prices below £1 

 

Medium and Hot – Prices can go up 

to £2 

p p p 



Before we can do that we need to create a shop with items to sell. Get your child 

to create items they want in their shop and give them price labels. (Look to keep 

prices below £2. For children that have worked at Lime level below £1). They could 

even create a sign for their shop. If you have enough coins then use those in the 

shop – if not get your child to create enough coins too. More the better – we will 

need some for customer and shopkeeper. When you have enough items and coins. 

Get playing shops! 

 

The customer buys an item and needs to use their addition skills to give the correct 

amount – shopkeeper will need to check it too. Sometimes the customer might not 

have the right amount and give too much – try to get this to happen – then the shop 

keeper needs to give change by using their subtraction skills.  

 

 

 

 


